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About This Game

Vanquish: The Adventures of Lady Exton is a charming 2D platformer set in a quirky steampunk inspired world.

Steamscience has altered things in recent times. It’s now come down to a fight for survival. Kidnapped, escaped and armed with
only a parasol, Lady Exton must bring back peace to the human strongholds!

Play through challenging levels, find support and gain new abilities to advance her quest, slay mechanoids and battle epic bosses.
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this should be part of the game and not dlc. Okay this is a tale of the future. By 2222, humanity has decided that reality just isn't
worth it, so they have uploaded their consciousnesses into "NetSpace" which is a virtual reality where you can do whatever you
like. Unfortunately, lacking structure... or community, communities of their own started to bind together... amusingly
communities that bear similarities to modern browers, like IE\/Edge, Firefox, Chrome, and Lunascape.

Now every four years a competition occurs to see who rules it all.

This is a kinetic novel, having no choices. There aren't any real risque material, other than... a couple wardrobe malfunctions...

Still, it is a nice tale, and a bit fun.

Would suggest getting it on discount, though.. Do not buy until further development of game.. All I can say is, if you liked the
original Star Wolves and were as disappointed with SW2 as most other players, do give SW3: Civil War a try. The quality is
back where it needs to be, along with several new features, such as improved character skill trees, new equipment, more ships
and a new storyline that branches off into one of several different endings, depending on your choices.
Fans of SW1 should seriously buy this game, makes for several dozen hours of mostly fun gameplay.. No. No no no no no. Just
no.. This is a cool little route, with a cool little 2 car train that accelerate like it is running for its life!. Was expecting a funny
spoof game type deal.
Nah this dood is trying to give legitimate dating advice.
I mean sure some of it is good tips, but I wanted a game, or a sex game.
All I got when I went for the funny options is a RED SCREEN, like "your an idiot for choosing something funny, kys".
Kinda harsh... I mean it'll help for people who dont respec wamen and stuff.
1.1/5
shoulda read the reviews or researched the game a little more before buying.. This is the true price to pay for power.

Faust is better for that though.. Great soundtrack full of chiptunes, but unfortunately little else about this game is good. This
game could and should be so much better but instead it feels like so much wasted potential.

The controls are terrible: You'll be sliding dramatically left and right even with the slightest press of the controls, as if the entire
game is covered in a thick sheet of ice. In a game where obstacles are often placed in rapid succession, this makes it almost
impossible to actually avoid everything. If you're lucky, you'll grind off the side of something and get bonus points. If you're
not, you'll bounce off of the very same thing and fly off the track, immediately ending the level.

The levels are procedurally generated in such a way that you can get a different track even when playing the same stage at a
different time, so while this adds some variety it also makes the game feel even more inconsistent. It feels like the the music
should be synced to the gameplay but it never is. This might be in part because the start-of-level animation also starts the music,
meaning you can skip up to 15 seconds of the song just by letting that play out.
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There are plenty of smaller quirks that make the game feel unsatisfying and frustrating. If it detects a controller, you can't
interact with the game using keyboard and mouse at all; it will refuse to cooperate. When using keyboard and mouse, you have
to use the keyboard in the game but the mouse to navigate everything else: you can't use mouse controls like in Audiosurf and
there is no way to quickly replay a level or advance to the next without using the mouse. Smaller issues, such as an in-game
timer that always shows 0 tenths of a second, pale in comparison to the greater problems with this title.. This shoot 'em up has
everything that makes a good shoot 'em up: nice patterns, powerful bosses, a good array of weapons, awesome soundtrack and
good graphics.
Buuut, it's a little short and doesn't offer many modes or ships.
Very good game anyway.
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FOR THE LOVE OF GOD DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!!!!!!!!!111

Now that I have your attention: This is a great game. Got hold of it a while back and it's addictive as hell! You could easily make
this the only game in your library and be as happy as a dog with two willies.

It's the smashing lovechild of being the Companion Cube from Portal and a Cardboard box from Metal Gear Solid. And then
arming them to the teeth so they can kill eachother is sneaky, leathal & imaginative ways.

If you're a crappy multiplayer, get ready to rage quit. Your mates will hand your♥♥♥♥♥to you in a paper bag. But if you're
good at that kinda shizzle; turn on, boot up and jack in! These crafty crates are gon' give you and your buddies plenty of reasons
to not be friends any more!

Highly recommend 11/10. I like it !. This looks like a russian kid's school project, and plays worse. Very poor controls for a
driving game, awful SFX in the menus, and no progression available it seems. Just a crappy truck that you can upgrade, but no
other vehicles available afaik. Very poor.. I have not written a negative review before, so I dont want to sound like a dbag. I
hope I will be able to change this review in the next 14 days, or I will have to return it. This game is unplayable. The cutscenes
are godawful, the framerate is godawful, and the voice acting is god awful. The one positive I have for this game is that it has
great graphics when it comes to the environment. I know its early access, but the game needs to be at least playable. Please devs,
fix this quick. I need a good Lovecratian game, and this isnt cutting it.. I missed this game. I wish I was in a coma.. I was
expecting this game to have a sack head jason and i was right omg this dlc is a dream come true for meh\ud83d\ude06. So I
decided to write a review, my first reiview of any game ever on steam. Its only becouse this game is worth every penny, I was
worried at first that it dosnt have the highlight engine yet It wont keep me for long time. I was sooo wrong, Everygame with
comentator is so exciting, Constantly tweaking my team, looking out for players and all that good stuff. Its already so enjoyable,
It will only get better!
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